HIISTORIANS OF MEDICINE are a little perplexed about the "Museum, School, and Library" in ancient Alexandria. Now you should concern yourself with the study of bones; and be careful not to confine your study to books only. You should personally examine and investigate the characteristics of each and every human bone. This is a very simple matter in Alexandria, and accordingly, when the physicians there teach students about the bones, they join the teaching with a visual demonstration. You should be eager to visit Alexandria, if for no other reason than to attain this single purpose.4
presented here in translation.
IIUNAYN'S Missive to cAlt Ibn Ya!ya on Galen's books Ijunayn was forty-eight years old when he completed the first draft of his Missive, and about eight years later he made certain additions to its text.11 Further posthumous textual interpolations suggest that it was brought up to date, possibly by Abiu al-Ijasan cAli Ibn YaIiy& al-Munaijim (d. A.H. 275/A.D. 888-889) ,12 to whom it was addressed. The second book in Ijunayn's Missive is Galen's On the order ofhis books.18 Galen's own order was not strictly followed in the late School of Alexandria, as may be judged from Ijunayn's statement at the end of his Alexandrian reading list of Galen's books: "Galen's opinion would have been against this order of reading his books; he had previously said that his books on anatomy ought to be read after his book On sects".14 The validity of this assumption is substantiated by Arabic manuscripts of the so-called Summaries and commentaries of Galen's sixteen books which were read in Alexandria,"' better known as the Summaria Alexandrinorwn,' 6 in which sixteen of I OAl Ndfic'ft kayfiyyat ta'lim pinacat al-libb, see GAL, S, I, 886 (n. 22); A. J. Arberry, The Chester Beatty Library. A handlist of the Arabic manuscripts, Dublin, Emery Walker (Ireland), 1955-1966 (8 vols., the last is indexes by U. Lyons), vol. 5, p. 9. Ibn Abi UJaybica ([AU, II, 103, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Leipzig, 1932, p. 82. The Alexandrian era is the Seleucid era, named after Seleucus B.C.) who entered Babylon on 3 April 311 B.C. (Babylonian calendar) or 7 October 312 (Macedonian calendar). Its Arabic name tdrtkh dha al-qarnayn (the era of the two-homed) seems to have suggested wrongly that it began with Alexander the Great (d. 323 B.c.) whose nickname is also dha al-qarnayn. See The cyclopaedia of India and of eastern and southern Asia, 3rd ed., London, Bernard Quaritch, 1885, 3 vols.; The Oxford classical dictionary, 2nd ed., Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1973. 12 Fihrist, I, 143; Qifti, pp. 117, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 129, 1. 1; 132, 1. 2; 1AU, I, [205] [206] Meyerhof, op. cit., note 9 above, pp. 687, 714. 13E?t mardtib qireat kutubih (Ilunayn, p. 4, n. 2; GAS,  III, 79, n. 2; Ullmann, p. 35, n. 2)=De ordine librorum suorum. See C. G. Kuhn, Claudli Galeni opera omnia, Leipzig, C. Cnobloch, [1821] [1822] [1823] [1824] [1825] [1826] [1827] [1828] [1829] [1830] [1831] [1832] [1833] 20 Berlin, 1905 (hereinafter Diels) , I, 109; English translation of extracts in Brock, op. cit., note 5 above, pp. 174-181.
14 Ilunayn, p. 19, 11. 1-3. 15For Arbic manuscripts of Jawami cal-kutub alsittat cashar li-Jalinas allatl kdnat tuqrae bilIskandariyya=Jaw&mc al-Iskandariniyyin, see Catalogus codicum manuscriptorum orientalium qui in Museo Britannico asservantur, pars secunda, codices arabicos amplectens, London Gottingen, phil.-hist. Kl., Dritte Folge, Nr. 66) , Gottingen, 1966, pp. 33-38; Abdol Hossein Haeri, A catalogue ofthe manuscripts in theparliament library (Persian, Arabic, and Turkish), Teheran, Majlis-i ShMr&-yi Miii, 1350/1972, vol. 19, pp. 21-29 . 1 A detailed index of the titles of the books in Jawdmi al-Iskandardniyyln (appearing in MS Manisa, Kitapsaray 1759, fol. 2a/b), followed by the opening passages of the books contained in this particular manuscript are given by Dietrich, op. cit., note 15 above, pp. 33-38; see also Fihrist, I, [289] [290] GAS, III, [140] [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] [149] [150] 237 A. Z. Iskandar Galen's books appear in a fixed order: I. On sects;17 II. On the art of physic;18 III. On the pulse, to Teuthras;19 IV. To Glaucon, on therapy;20 V. On the elements according to Hippocrates;21 VI. On the temperament;22 VII. On the naturalfaculties;23 VIII. On minor anatomy24 (1. On anatomy ofthe bones,25 2. On anatomy ofthe muscles,26 3. On anatomy of the nerves,27 4. On anatomy of the veins, and 5. On anatomy of the arteries);28 IX. On diseases and symptoms29 (1. On the types of diseases,30 2. On the causes ofdiseases,31 3. On the types ofsymptoms,32 and 4. On the causes ofsymptoms);33 X. On the diagnosis of diseases of internal organs;34 XI. On the pulse35 (1. On the types 17 Ft' al-firaq=Ft firaq al-libb li-l-mutacallimtn (Ijunayn, p. 4, n. 3; GAS, m, 79, n. 3; Ullmann,  p. 38, n. 1)=De sectis ad eos, qui introducuntur (Kihn, 1, Diels, I, 60) .
18 Ft al-,inac a al-tibbiyya=Ft albyindca al-.yaghtra (Minorbook on the art; cf. note43 below; Iljunayn, p. 5, n. 4; GAS, 11, 80, n. 4; Ullmann, p. 45, n. 38 )=Ars medica=Ars parva=Microtegni (Kiuhn, Diels, I, 61 ; N. Culpeper, Galens Art ofphysick ... Translated ... and largely commented on; together with convenient medicines for all particular distempers .. ., London, P. Cole, 1652). 19 Ft al-nab4 ila Tathrun wa ild s&ir al-mutacallimtn=al-Nab4 al-saghtr (Ijunayn, p. 6, n. 5; GAS, IIM, 81, n. 5; Ullmann, p. 44, n. 32)=De pulsibus libellus ad tirones (Kuhn, VIII, Diels, I, 86;  incomplete English translation in W. H. Broadbent's The pulse, London, Cassell, 1890, pp. 6-11) . 2°I la Ighliqun ft mudiiwdt al-amrd4=Ild Ighlaqun ft al-ta'atti li-shifd' al-amrd4=Ila Ighlaqun (I5unayn, p. 6, n. 6; GAS, I1I, 82, n. 6; Ullmann, p. 45, n. 40)=Ad Glauconem de methodo medendi (Kihn, XI, Diels, I, 93) . 21Ft al-ustuqussdt -ald ra'yi Buqrdt=FT al-ustuqussdt=Ft al-candfir (Itunayn, p. 9, n. 11; GAS,  m, 86, n. 11; Ullmann, p. 38, n. 4)=De elementis ex Hippocrate (Kiihn, I, Diels, I, 63) .
"Fi al-mizdj=FI al-miz4dj4t=Fi al-amzija (I5unayn, p. 10, n. 12; GAS, III, 87, n. 12); Ullmann, p. 39, n. 5)=De temperamentis (Kihn, I, Diels, I, 64) .
2" Ft al_quwd al_tabtciyya. Ilunayn (p. 11, 11. 2-4) Pergamon', Anatomical Record, 1963, 145: 477-501) .
'7 F7 tashrth! al-cayab=FTal-ca$ab (Ijunayn, p. 9, n. 9 )=De nervorum dissectione (KUihn, II, 831-856; Diels, I, 67; English transl., C. M. Goss, 'On anatomy of nerves by Galen of Pergamon', Amer. J. Anat., 1966, 118: 327-335) .
"t R tashrth al-curaq ghayr al-4awdrib wa al-curaq al-4awarib=R al-curaq (J5unayn, p. 9, n. 10)-De venarum arteriarumque dissectione (Kuhn, II, Diels, I, 67 ; English transl., C. M. Goss, 'On anatomy of veins and arteries by Galen of Pergamos', Anatomical Record, 1961, 141: 355-366) .
"Ft al-cilal wa al-ard4 (Ilunayn, p. 11, n. 14; GAS, Ell, 89, n. 14; Ullmann, p. 42, n. (Kuhn, IX, Diels, I, 90) .
43"n lat al-burW=al1-infa al-kabira (Major book on the art; cf. note 18 above; Ijunayn, p. 16, n. 20; GAS, I1I, 96, n. 20; Ullmann, p. 45, n. 39 )=De methodo medendi=Ars magna=Megategni (Kuhn, X, 1-1021; Diels, I, 91). n R al-hatla li-bif; al-sibba=if; al-sihha=Ft tadblr al-afihluMe (Ilunayn, p. 39, n. 84; GAS, I1, 122, n. 69; Ullmann, p. 46, n. 44) 1066),5O Ibn Ridwan refers indirectly to Galen's book That the excellent physician is a philosopher,"" and reserves the title of "physician-philosopher" for one who studies medicine and philosophy to the limits of perfection, covering such subjects as logic, mathematics, physics, and metaphysics; whereas, a "practitioner" is one educated in medical subjects who probably also knows some logic and physics. Galen wrote commentaries in order to bring the medical works of Hippocrates to perfection. His abstracts and commentaries have left nothing out. Consequently, later books are superfluous; and to transcribe or to reflect on their contents would hinder students from studying medicine. Studied closely, later compendia and similar works represent the doctrine of the Methodists whose art was rejected by Galen, when he informed us of their harmful influence on medicine. According to their tradition, the Methodists described each disease, saying that it ought to be treated with a special [group of] drugs. This is precisely what is done by the compilers of compendia, which are-therefore-as harmful to medicine as the doctrine of the Methodists. Summaries and commentaries of Galen's books are not self-sufficient, and should not replace his books. Summaries fail to encompass all Galen's ideas, while commentaries increase the length of the art, and distract [students] from studying, since, of necessity, these would have to be read for verification together with their [original] medical works.6""89
Ibn Ri,dwan's criticism of commentaries is inconsistent with the fact that his bibliography includes, among other items: commentaries on six of Galen's works,70
Interpretation of the treatise ofPythagoras the sage "On virtue", Interpretation of the medical nomos [law] 
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An attempted reconstruction ofthe late Alexandrian medical curriculum a cock, died from the administration of a theriac:
I have also witnessed a very strange demonstration! A pretender of medicine collected [certain] drugs from which he prepared the theriac of Andromachus, and when it was fermented, he announced to some people that he had prepared a magnificent theriac which possessed such and such virtues. He said that a [demonstration] would justify [his] claim! Then he ordered two cocks to be brought, incited a serpent to bite each at the same place, and administered his own theriac to one, which died, but not the other, which survived.7' Ibn Ridwan adds that the cause of death was drug adulteration and the use of ineffective substitutes, not the serpent's poison.73 The idea of a "control" is not without interest, but it could be argued that the death might have occurred from most of the poison being injected into the first cock, since it would appear that only one serpent was used.
Ibn Ridwan's instructions on medical education are centred on theory, with very little attention to practice:
I divide the teaching of medicine into two sections: one is theory, this is to be studied either in the books of Hippocrates or Galen, not in any other books, but if you wish, it would be more perfect to consult the books of Hippocrates and Galen together; the other is practice, I mean the study of restoration of fractured bones, luxation, incision, stitches, cautery, perforation, ophthalmology, and all other surgical procedures. 74 ... Since it has proved superfluous, harmful, and wasteful to consult any of the existing compendia, summaries and commentaries, then it would be right to restrict reading only to the works of Hippocrates, and subsequently to those of Galen, whose statements involve demonstrative proof together with dialectical arguments and the like, all of which can be discerned through the art of logic.7' RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE PERSONAL QUALITIES OF STUDENTS OF MEDICINE Ibn Ri4lwin warns prospective students against embarking on a medical career unless they have a sincere desire for practice. They should keep away from this profession ifthey wish merely to earn a living and to enjoy the company of the wealthy. He refers to two of Galen's books, On the method of healing, where, in Treatise I, Galen lists the vices of charlatans, and On examining the skill ofphysicians, 76 which was intended for distinguishing between genuine doctors and impostors. He quotes from On the method of healing, but not from On examining the skill ofphysicians; his extracts from the former book, however, happen to resemble certain passages in the Arabic version of On examining the skill ofphysicians. A student who had decided upon a medical career was to submit himself voluntarily to the test: either by a process of self-assessment, or by soliciting the opinion of an examiner. In addition to certain 72 MS. Tibb 483, pp. 15, 1. 18-16, 1. 6; MS. Arberry, p. 4, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . For a better account in which several cocks and vipers (afai'f) are used, see Lutz Richter-Bernburg, Eine arabische Version der pseudogalenischen Schrift "De theriacaadPisonem" (Diss.), G6ttingen, 1969, p. 12 The first desire to earn money; this group is unfit to receive education. If [such people] happen to earn money by any means, they will turn to a life of ease. Some of them mix with the wealthy, wait by day at the doorsteps to greet them, and visit them in the evening to have dinner; they are humorous companions who part after having had large tankards of drink, and so on; all this was enumerated by Galen in the first treatise of On the method of healing. Without being called, some make rounds which last all day long and part of the night, visiting the laity and examining patients; some wear the acknowledged medical gown and stay in a surgery by the road; and some contrive other devices, just any method to earn whatever they need. The other type desire to acquire all that is good of the art. They are fit for education, and will not miss [the opportunity] to earn the money they need, as I shall explain at the end of this treatise. Ifthe first type were to be questioned about what attracted them to the medical profession, they would have people imagine that their purpose was [to achieve] all that was good for the art. For this reason, Galen wrote a book clarifying [the method of] examining physicians, so that the genuine may be distinguished from the false. You should choose which of these two [types] you wish to be: a genuine physician, or a false impostor among people! Should you desire to be genuine, put yourself to the test, or ask someone to examine you. If you prove fit, then begin to receive education; but if unfit, do not toil after the unattainable. First things to be examined are your intelligence, understanding, humility, chastity, and your patience to endure the toil of transcription. For, if you are keen and intelligent, and possess adequate modesty, chastity, and patience to endure the toil of transcription and learning, unashamed to receive education from anybody inferior to you, there is hope that you may achieve all that is good for the art; but if you do not possess these [qualities] , then there is no hope of any achievement. Before you begin to receive education, you should commence by training yourself in arithmetic and geometry, then in the art of logic. But do not study any one of these subjects profoundly, like Although the purpose of each book is only briefly stated by Ibn Ridwan, he deserves credit for writing on medical education in the Alexandrian School and specifying its G"seven grades", for shedding light on the books of Hippocrates, Aristotle and Galen which formed the main part of the curriculum, and for writing on "necessary (compulsory) and unnecessary (optional) subjects"85 preliminary to medical education proper.
The first of the seven grades offered an introductory course. Its four books provide material on such subjects as: the three medical sects, general accounts of theory and practice, the pulse, and the principles of therapy as applied to common disease. This was the only stage of education available for students with limited means, who were merely employed as assistants to fully educated physicians. They specialized in "particular medical procedures" (surgery) and practised under supervision. Doctors had to know about the work of their assistants, in case they themselves were forced by circumstances to do manual work.
The four books allotted to the second grade deal with the "naturals": the elements, the temperaments, the faculties, the organs, etc. Ibn Ridwan does not disclose any significant information on the last book in this collection, entitled On minor anatomy or On anatomyfor students. Ijunayn, however, sums up his opinion ofthis Alexandrian "aggregate of treatises" in his account of Galen's On anatomy of the muscles, as follows: Galen wrote four separate treatises-On anatomy ofthe bones, On anatomy of the muscles, On anatomy ofthe nerves, and On anatomy ofthe veins and arteries. These four treatises were assembled by the Alexandrians, as if they formed one book, which they called On anatomyfor students,86 probably in order to distinguish it from Galen's " he encyclopaedia ofIslam, Leiden, E. J. Brill (London, Luzac), 1913 -1934 Ibn Ridwan attempted to justify the wisdom behind the choice of Galen's sixteen books, by mentioning certain elementary treatises and citing the titles of Galen's more advanced works which eventually had to be consulted by interested students. In Treatise II, chapter one, without specifying any particular source, Ibn Ri.dwan quotes from Galen on certain introductory subjects, being preliminary to the main medical subjects (see p. 253 ff.). Introductory subjects were "unnecessary", such as grammar and language (literary subjects), and "necessary", namely: logic, physics, mathematics (including astrology), and the compounding of drugs. Language and grammar could be studied from any concise book for beginners. Although eloquence enhanced a A. Z. Iskandar doctor, all that was required of a medical student was to comprehend conversation and written material. Advanced linguistic studies were an unwarranted waste of time. Logic was to be studied as an introductory and main subject, in some depth, since true knowledge could be discovered only by logical deduction. It was also necessary to study the different opinions andjudgements in the main topics of physics. Mathematics and other necessary subjects developed a demonstrative method of thinking, which ultimately resulted in the love of truth. Further, doctors had an everyday use for mathematics, varying from the weighing of drugs to the realization of the morphology of organs in health and sickness. Standard books on mathematics were recommended, but advanced works were to be avoided. Knowledge of the virtues of foods and drugs was necessary, in view of the adulteration of drugs which was common practice in Ibn Ridwan's time. Hygienic and therapeutic diets were prescribed and supervised by doctors. Ibn Ri4wdn allowed for a modicum of astrology, providing that it did not distract from the "main medical subjects". His source of ethical conduct was the practical branch of philosophy.100 On the whole, the education of physicians, he says, should be along the lines of Galen's That the excellent physician is a philosopher. After summing up the qualities of the "physician-philosopher" who is competent to write books, Ibn Rislwan concludes that capable physicians are rarely found, while many professional assistants who merely practise "particular medical procedures" call themselves physicians and imagine they have reached a degree of excellence which entitles them to write books. He condemns compilers: they simply borrow from earlier works; and authors, ifthey write inferior books abounding in errors.
The following is a translation of two consecutive chapters from Ibn Ri4lwan's Useful book on the quality of medical education: first, he discusses the main medical subjects (see p. 244ff), then other introductory subjects (see p. 253ff).
[ 1952, pp. 12, 11. 3-10; 14, 11. 11-16. 101 Qatigharyts=al-Maqki4t (Fihrist, I, 248, (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) Qifti, p. 35, (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (Fihrist, I, 249, (11) (12) (13) (14) Qifti, p. 36, (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) Badawi, op. 
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A. Z. Iskandar To Glaucon, [on therapy]-in two treatises-on how to bring about recovery from disease. Those whose profession is [merely] to practise the "particular medical procedures" will find it necessary to know about the virtues of foods and drugs and to practise surgery personally. They will, of necessity, have to consult some relevant books named by Galen, like his On the art ofphysic," l°o r to learn whatever they may need through oral instruction and observation. In this way, the first grade comprised four""" treatises, persuasive in medical education, and students would have appreciated the wonders of medicine and enjoyed practising it. It was also meant to serve as a memorandum to the complete physician on all that he had understood of the art. The second grade had four books. The first, On the elements [according to Hippocrates], provides information on the [processes of] rapid alteration in the body and in all the things it needs, and the tendency of these towards transformation. For example, the proximate elements of the body are the homogeneous organs, I mean the bones, the nerves, the arteries, the veins, membranes, flesh, fat, and other [organs] . The [constituent] elements of these organs are the humours: blood, bile, black-bile, and phlegm; and the [constituent] elements of the humours are the distant elements, I mean: fire, air, earth, and water. These four are at the origin of generation, they are at the end of decomposition, and are subject to alteration and transformation. This is the first book, suitable for beginners who desire to practise medicine. The second book, On the temperament, provides information on the types of the temperament, outlines whatever may be foretold from each temperament, and shows how each may be recognized in illness. The third book, On the naturalfaculties, provides information on the faculties by which nature governs the body, the causes and diagnostic signs of each faculty. The fourth, On minor anatomy, is in five treatises which were written separately by Galen, but were [ater] assembled in one book by the Alexandrians. It provides information on the homogeneous organs, their number, and all that is required to be known about them. Twelve treatises in all exist in the books of this grade: On the elements [according to Hippocrates], one treatise; On the temperament, three treatises; On the natural faculties, three treatises; and On minor anatomy, five treatises. All these books provide information on the natural matters, I mean the constituents of the body. If a lover of learning examines these books, he should wish also to read all that concerns the nature of constitution. For example, the book On the temperament should arouse interest in Galen's treatises On the good constitution,"'2 On the most excellent constitution,'" and On the uneven dyscrasia;"'o while his book On the naturalfaculties should arouse interest in On the semen,""" On the opinions of Hippocrates and Plato, and On the uses oforgans,"'" all of which were written by Galen on the faculties, the spirits, and the actions. Galen's book On minor anatomy arouses interest in his book On anatomical procedures, and so on.
The third grade had one book only, On diseases and symptoms, in six treatises. Galen wrote separate treatises, but the Alexandrians assembled them in one book. It provides information on the diagnosis of diseases, their causes, and symptoms. In Galen's opinion, its [treatises] bear richly upon medicine, and treat of Reasoning which is the major principle of this book. If studied properly and well understood, this book will disclose all the minor and major mysteries of the art of medicine.
The fourth grade had two books. The first, On the diagnosis of diseases of internal organs, is in six treatises. It is a source book on the diagnosis of illnesses which affect internal organs, the 110 Literally, al-$indca al-jaghira (Minor book on the art), MS. II" Ft kh4yb al-badan (llunayn, p. 28, n. 51; GAS, In, 108, n. 42; Ullmann, p. 40, n. 9)=De bono habitu (Kiihn, IV, (750) (751) (752) (753) (754) (755) (756) Diels, I, 71) . "11 Ft af4al hayat al-badan (I5unayn, p. 28, n. 50; GAS, II, 108, n. 41; Ullmann, p. 39, n. 8)= De optima corporis nostri constitutione (KUhn, IV, (737) (738) (739) (740) (741) (742) (743) (744) (745) (746) (747) (748) (749) Diels, I, 71) . p. 29, n. 52; GAS, m, 108, n. 43; Ullmann, p. 39, n. 7)= De inaequali intemperie (Kin, VU, (733) (734) (735) (736) (737) (738) (739) (740) (741) (742) (743) (744) (745) (746) (747) (748) (749) (750) (751) (752) Diels, I, 83) . p. 32, n. 62; GAS, m, 113, n. 50; Ullmann, p. 41, n. 20) =De semine (Kihn, IV, Diels, I, 70) .
'Ft mantfic al-a4 (Ijunayn, p. 27, n. 49; GAS, IJI, 106, n. 40; Ullmann, p. 41, n. 15)=De usu partium corporis humani (KUhn, m, IV, Diels, I, 68 (Flhrist, I, 290, (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) and al- Qifti (p. 131, mention the seventeen treatises of On the compounding of drugs without reference to any "parts" of this major work. In Ibn Abi Uaybica's time (IAU, I, 98, (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) Galen's sixteen books to which the Alexandrians confined their commentaries call on the reader to consult all his other books by which the art of physic was brought to a completion. For example, On the organ ofsmell"' is related to the same grade as On the causes ofrespiration"'7 and On difficult respiration,"'8 also On the use of the pulse,"'' On the movement of the chest and lungs,"3 On the voice,1g On the movement ofthe muscles,"' On difficult and obscure movement,"' On the recurrence offevers [and their combined attacks],"' On the periods ofdisease,"' as well as his other books, treatises, and missives, each of which must be consulted because it is related to one or more books used in the seven grades. The Alexandrians, therefore, adopted a good method by which the art of physic was revived, and they should be praised by posterity, physician and philosopher alike."'s [administering] drugs congenial to the condition of the temperament, and disease is treated by applying drugs which oppose the condition* of the temperament. The science of astrology enables students to ascertain the rising and setting of the "fixed stars", the intensity of increase or decrease of heat, the blowing of wind, rainfall, and river-floods.
*The Arabic words "ka'l-alMn"and "fabil-afidn" (which appear in MS 4026, fol. 13b, ll. 14, 15) are corrupt forms of "ka'l-rl" and "fabi'l-lr'. "' See note 15 above.
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A. Z. Iskandar
Hippocrates wrote with clarity on seasons, how each begins in relation to the rising of the "fixed stars". Further, in On critical days, and in his other books, Galen wrote that knowledge about the movement of the sun, the moon, and the five "perplexed planets"-Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury-is very useful in learning about critical days and the condition of crisis, whether it would be benign or fatal, complete or incomplete. In my opinion, profound studies in these sciences would distract from thorough studies in useful medical subjects. One concise book on each [of the mathematical and astrological subjects]
should suffice, such as Addition and subtraction,"'' the book: Arithmetica,140 Euclid's book:
Elements of geometry,41" and Ptolemy's [Manual] tables and his book: Tetrabiblos.-1" These books should be sufficient; but to study profoundly in order to understand such books as the Conics14 and Almageset,144 or to practise astronomical observation would take a long time, would be very difficult, and would distract from studying medicine. The art of logic is necessary for students who seek perfection in medicine. By logic, truth can be distinguished from falsehood, and virtue from vice; and by deduction, all that is required to be known can be discovered. Accordingly, students must study logic in some depth; the same should apply to physics, for they cannot afford to ignore knowledge about generation and physician is a philosopher. Physicians should learn also about the virtues of foods and drugs, and all the other substances used for the preservation of health and in therapy. It is insufficient to know only about the virtues of simples; physicians must, of necessity, excel in the compounding of foods and drugs. Knowledge about the culinary art is necessary in order to prescribe foods suitable for patients in any illness; and knowledge about drugs is necessary so that physicians may not receive drugs different from those they order. I do not say that physicians should be cooks, or collectors of drugs, or pharmacists; I say that they cannot afford to be ignorant of such necessary and instrumental subjects, as for example, cookery, drug-collecting, and pharmacy. And likewise, physicians need to carry out incision, perforation, excision, cautery, blood-letting, and similar practices, all of which represent skills which are instrumental to their profession. It would be good if physicians were to familiarize themselves thoroughly with all these skills, in case they would have to make use of any one skill personally. Disease may occur suddenly; physicians may find it difficult to call whoever is needed amongst those [professional assistants], and they may have to handle the matter personally. In giving orders regarding any of these [practices] a physician acts in his own capacity, but in making use of any one skill personally, he is being merely like an instrument. This should not be unacceptable, because duties are manifold. A physician acting in his own capacity represents a great king, ranking highly in the centre of his kingdom. His governors are delegated to act on his behalf, following his orders, and performing whatever duties are entrusted to them. Likewise, a physician gives orders to each of his professional assistants, who [in this way] perform usefully on patients. Hippocrates and Galen commanded the professional assistants to obey doctors' instructions, as slaves obey their master, or subjects their king. But if they perform disobediently, physicians must avoid them as much as possible. It is evidently difficult for one person to combine all [the qualities] which I mentioned, and consequently, the "physician-philosopher" is rarely found in any city or at any time. The less he possesses of the qualities I mentioned, the lower will be his standard beneath perfection in the art. Judging from what I have said, people tend to call themselves physician-philosophers, yet they are in the profession of blood-letting, or ophthalmology, or making incision, or administering enemas. The same applies to many pharmacists and collectors of drugs; and many who practise some of these professions collectively have become conceited, imagining that they are excellent physicians, and have rashly embarked upon writing books. It is disgraceful and bad for an author to present previously investigated material from a book written by one of his predecessors. It is more disgraceful and much worse for a later author to write material inferior to that of his predecessors. Further, it is extremely disgraceful and worst of all when later authors make mistakes and include sophistry in their books. This is the condition of many books written after the time of Galen, as I shall show later. People act in this way for many reasons, such as the love of fame and a lasting memory, pursuit of a reputation and authority, in order to earn money by deceiving the wealthy, as al-RAi and others did in the rhetorical introductory notes to many of their books, where they would write: "I dedicate this book to you so that you may have lasting fame, and that you may make use of it". This is an extraordinary trick! Further, many authors are unaware of their own ignorance! They imagine themselves to be excellent; indeed, they are very remote from excellence! I have seen many persons of this type: their selfconceit, imbecility, and vainglory are beyond description. 
